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some car rental companies apply charges depending on the time of pickup and/or drop off. this
function will let you do exactly this thing. give the fee a name and define the time interval to which
you would like to apply a charge. for non-consecutive times just create multiple fees. for example,
say that the station/location milan airport applies a charge from 1am to 5am: you will be able to

define a charge in case the customer picks up the car at that time and/or if the customer returns the
car at that time. it is also possible in the last example, to define a maximum charge to be applied in
case the fee is applied for both pick up and drop off.these fees can be different depending on the car
and, of course, depending on the location. the best thing to do to familiarize with the new cron jobs
framework is to look at the final integration of a custom wordpress plugins that declares two cron
jobs in vik rent car. in this example, we wanted to show two different types of cron jobs, one for

tracking the last booking id fetched, and another for not tracking anything. tracking a booking id is
fundamental to avoid duplicate notifications. for example, if you need to create a custom cron job to
fetch certain reservations only once, then you need to implement the apposite booking tracking php
trait. if you have any problems, please refer to the documentation on how to create a cron job. the
more information you provide, the better your cron job will work. a basic cron job should have the
following code: $cmd = 'vikrentcar_cron_jobs.php'; $description = 'name of the cron job'; $interval
='minutes'; $num_cron_jobs = 3; $php_path = '.././wp-content/plugins/vikrentcar/cron-jobs/'; $url =

''; $user_agent = 'mozilla/5.0 (windows; u; windows nt 6.1; en-us; rv:1.9.2.2) gecko/20100401
firefox/3.6.2';
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i hope this plugin will help some of the people who work with recurring cron jobs and make their
systems more efficient, while that doing your important tasks for a living.if you are going to use this

plugin, please keep in mind that i am not in any way responsible for the damages that this plugin
might cause to your system. i do my best to write safe code and keep only harmless functions. but
mistakes and bug-fixes may arise, so please keep this in mind. currently this plugin doesn't have a

real ui, but it is a developing project. to display the user's current position over google maps or apple
maps, you can edit this file:/wp-content/plugins/vikrentcar/admin/sites/site/helpers/overlays.php but
wait..this is not the whole story! we have to check-in a lot of cars to the mechanic and they have to
go to the car rental agency to get the car back! we had a lot of requests to have a very simple way

to manually add or remove the damages for a specific car. so, this is now possible, by simple
modifying the settings in the configuration page. in order to set this up, you can access this page

from the configuration page by clicking on the "manual damage management" link displayed at the
very bottom of that page. there you will find the following screen: this will let you modify the values

of each row. you can even search the prices for a specific car based on the vehicle name and the
status. using this, you can now remove the damages you have already set up. if you want to keep
track of how many times a specific car has been dropped off or returned to the mechanic, you can

simply use the settings page, which is accessed by clicking on the little "toggle settings" icon at the
very top-right of the configuration page. 5ec8ef588b
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